
Get Smart!

1. Adjective

2. Adjective

3. Number

4. Country

5. Noun Plural

6. Job Title

7. Verb Past Tense

8. Adjective

9. Emotion

10. Noun Abstract

11. Number

12. Noun

13. Noun

14. Nationality

15. Verb Present Ends In S

16. Adjective

17. Verb Present Ends In Ing

18. Adjective

19. Same Job Title

20. Adjective

21. Verb Base Form

22. People

23. First Name Of A Person
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Get Smart!

This was a Adjective spy spoof TV series in the 1960's. Maxwell Adjective is secret agent

Number for CONTROL, a covert country government agency. Their primary purpose is to

thwart the evil Noun Plural of KAOS, an international criminal organization. Max reports to his boss,

known only as 'the job title . He is usually Verb Past Tense by the Adjective female agent 99

. Eventually, they fall in emotion and get married. Sometimes, while on assignment, he gets

noun abstract from agent Number , who is usually hiding in an unusual place, such as a

Noun , vending machine, or inside a Noun . Max is often opposed by top KAOS agent,

Siegfried, who speaks with a thick nationality accent. Max usually Verb Present ends in S into trouble,

but always manages to save the day! He's also had a few catch phrases: Before he embarks on a mission, his boss

warns him of the Adjective danger he'll be in. He always replies "And Verb Present ends in ING it!"

Many times he'll goof up and do something Adjective to apologize for, usually to his boss. So, he'll say "

Sorry about that, same job title  !"

When he gets captured by Adjective spies, he tries to lie his way out of danger by starting off "Would

you Verb Base Form  ...". He continues on until he is out of danger and turns the tables on his

people .

It lasted 5 seasons and won several First Name of a Person awards.
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